
Executive Compensation:
Tax Gimmicks vs. Incentives

while the top level executive may want devices designed
to defer income and reduce taxes, the middle manage-
ment executive needs cash today more than he ever did.

By Arch Patton

Income taxes have been a nagging problem
for the relatively highly paid executive ever since
Congress adopted the progressive income tax 40
years ago. However, it took the tax increases
occasioned by World War II, and to a lesser
extent by the subsequent Korean War, to fully
awaken company directors and top management
to the importance of the tax factor as an element
in establishing realistic executive compensation.

As an inevitable result of this realization, the
compensation of industry's executives has been
increasingly weighed in terms of the tax im-
plications. Many companies, large and small,
have adopted one or more of what are euphe-
mistically called "tax deferral plans." Whether
it he a profit-sharing trust or a contingent de-
ferred compensation contract, or something else
with a fancy name, the basic aim of each plan
is generally about the same — to put off the ex-
ecutives' income until after retirement, when
they are expected to be in a lower tax bracket.
This is normally a logical objective, for today's
high tax rates make it extremely difficult for an
executive to save enough to provide for a com-
fortable retirement.

The Tax Obsession
There is mounting evidence, however, that

preoccupation with the tax aspects of executive
compensation is tending to obscure the more

important elements that are implicit in setting
an executive's salary. An increasing number of
instances are being reported of management
using these deferred compensation devices in a
way that permits unfriendly critics to charge
"tax dodging." I know of one case — and there
are no doubt many others — where the com-
pany president receives a pension equal to the
highest compensation he was ever paid. In
other words, he is being paid as much for not
working as he was before for working. That
kind of situation is an obvious target of colum-
nist Westbrook Pegler's attacks on what he calls
"the executive pension racket."

Industry management is not solely responsible
for this preoccupation with the tax aspects of
compensation. There has been an increasing
drumfire of speeches, magazine articles, and
news dispatches explaining in detail how after-
tax income can be increased (in other words,
how taxes can be reduced). The most popular
speaker at an industry association meeting these
days is apt to be a tax expert, whetting the appe-
tite of his executive audience by recounting the
plain and fancy devices for "saving" on taxes.
Being human, each man present privately re-
solves to study the various tax-reducing sugges-
tions more carefully in the future, hence is con-
ditioned to consider the next such proposal even
more favorably.

This is reflected in comments by industrial-
ists such as the statement recently attributed to
David Sarnoff, Chairman of RCA, by a news
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magazine: "You can't compete for executive tal-
ent today without a gimmiek." And of course
the "gimmiek" is likely to be a stoek option or
some form of deferred compensation.

Indeed, concentration on the tax aspects of
executive compensation has been carried to the
point of being a little ridiculous. A reeent article
in a leading business magazine by two widely
known tax men was entitled, "Meeting the Six
Goals of Executive Compensation." Each of the
six "goals" involved taking advantage of the tax
laws to reduce taxes! No mention was made of
the goal of compensation as an incentive or as a
reward for responsibility assumed.

Patchwork Approach

No one ean quarrel with the objective of le-
gally minimizing personal income taxes. Each
of us owes that much to himself and his family.
But the implication that executive compensation
has somehow become primarily a question of
taxes is one that warrants close and thoughtful
attention. It has become too prevalent to be
ignored, and its effects are unfortunate, particu-
larly when management follows what I call the
"patchwork" approach: the tendency to study
and reach decisions on some one compensation
element at a time, rather than to think in terms
of a well-rounded plan.

Divergent Interests
There is considerable evidence that many

highly paid executives — who normally consti-
tute the decision-making group — have not
wanted cash salary increases in recent years be-
cause they feel that so little is left after taxes.
And, because such top-level salaries have risen
less over the years than they otherwise would
have, there is a noticeable tendency for the
salaries of subordinate executives to be de-
pressed. For example:

The cash salary of the chief executive in one
company I know of is the same today as it was in
1940. The vice-presidential compensation is also
unchanged. As might he expected, each lower
echelon has received only small compensation in-
creases; yet the relative responsibilities of the men
on the lower levels have increased materially, for
company profits are three times today what they
were in 1940 and there are more than twice as
many employees on the company's payroll.

The real reasons this particular company has not
increased the cash salaries of top management are

(a) the fact that these men are in high tax brackets
and (h) the recent adoption of an unusually favor-
able pension plan, which defers income.

The top executives of the company, who made
this decision to defer income, are nearing retire-
ment, hence find the pension plan a real incentive.
But the men on the lower levels — who must pro-
vide the next management of the company — are
not enthusiastic. They need cash income to buy
homes, to send children to college, and so on. They
find relatively little incentive in a retirement plan
that promises to pay 20 or 25 years hence.

This may be an extreme case. In contrast, let
me mention that I know of a few industries
where compensation increases of over 70%
from 1945 to 1952 have occurred — both for
top-level and lower-level executives. More typi-
cal is another industry where top-management
eompensation rose 5 % over the same seven-year
period, and lower echelons received increases of
from 13% to 17% —obviously far less than
the rise in living costs.

Of course taxes must be taken into account as
affecting the compensation of any executive —
the $ioo,ooo-a-year man who pays a $56,000
income tax or the $2o,ooo-a-year man who pays
around $5,000. But as a result of the different
tax rates there is a significant difference in the
effectiveness of additional cash payments (or,
conversely, deferred income). The point is that
the former would retain after taxes only about
a quarter of a 10% increase in cash salary or a
10% cash bonus ($2,300 out of $10,000); while
the latter would retain almost two-thirds of the
proportionate payment ($1,240 out of $2,000)
— and at the very time when presumably he
needed it more.

Thus for the highly paid men, who feel they
keep so little of any increase in cash income, the
various tax deferral devices not only are tempt-
ing but may well be desirable as a motivational
device. But the lower-paid executives, who can
benefit from increases in cash income —and
these men are by far the more numerous — na-
turally find cash bonuses more of an incentive.

In other words, what provides incentive for
one group today may be no incentive at all for
the other. The sharp divergence in the interests
of the two groups of executives means that
blanket solutions to compensation problems may
well drive a wedge between the upper and lower
levels of management. It also means that exeeu-
tive compensation is a more complex subject
than it was a few years back.



Specialized Devices
When management decides to adopt a pension

plan, a deferred compensation plan, or a profit-
sharing trust — approaching each as though it
were a separate problem — there is a tendency
to overlook the fact that no deferral plan is an
end in itself, no matter how important its func-
tion may be in the over-all executive compen-
sation program.

This patchwork approach finds strong sup-
port in the highly specialized nature of many
of these compensation devices. Most of them
have a basis in law; hence judgment of an ex-
tremely technical nature is needed in consider-
ing their adoption and lawyers are usually called
in. Or, since many deferred compensation de-
vices can be insured, insurance company repre-
sentatives often take part in the final decisions.
Again, some plans can be trusteed, which brings
bankers into the picture.

One or another of these groups may bring the
tax-saving possibilities of its own particular
specialty to management's attention. Suppose
the chief executive — himself in the 80% tax
bracket — calls in a trust officer or an insurance
man, who proceeds to point out the very real
tax advantages of a profit-sharing trust. The fact
that a qualified trust puts off income until after
retirement, accumulates interest or dividend in-
come in the trust tax-free, and permits the parti-
cipant in such a trust to pay his tax at a capital
gains rate, needless to say, offers important ad-
vantages to such an executive.

A critical problem may arise at this point.
The interests of the executive and the interests
of the company are not necessarily identical.
While the executive may build up his own post-
retirement income by the adoption of a qualified
profit-sharing trust, the profit withheld from the
stockholders to build such a trust might provide
greater stimulus to management effort if spent
some other way.

All too frequently the alternative uses to
which such money might be put are not ade-
quately canvassed. Indeed, the projected costs
of a profit-sharing trust are often considered
without the actuarial studies (based on payroll
trends, rate of turnover, the proportion of execu-
tive, white-collar, and hourly paid employees,
etc.) which alone provide a solid basis for fore-
casting. When mistakes of this nature are made,
they rarely result from selfishness or greed on
the part of either the chief executive or his ad-
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viser. They normally stem from both sides con-
centrating on one small aspect of what is an
extremely broad and intricate problem — the
motivation of individuals who have widely di-
vergent needs.

An example of such unfortunate concentra-
tion occurred recently:

A large manufacturing company decided to alter
its successful executive cash bonus plan so that the
entire bonus would be deferred — on a contingent
basis — until after retirement. The executive com-
mittee approved the change, and the company's
highly competent attorneys indicated that the new
plan would stand up legally.

At one last meeting of the top-officer group,
called to iron out a few minor details, the $64
question was casually asked: "Will deferring the
bonus provide greater incentive to more participat-
ing executives than the present cash bonus?" A
quick check of a group of participants indicated less
than one out of six executives actually favored the
deferral; in other words, for most of them the de-
ferred pay plan would not be as great an incentive
as the existing cash bonus plan!

Fortunately this resulted in the project being
scuttled. But how did an extremely competent
management come to reach such an erroneous de-
cision in the first place, one that was retrieved only
by accident?

Here again the fact that most of the top execu-
tives who made the decision were not only highly
paid but over 5 5 years of age (past the time when
they faced major capital expenditures for new
houses, college educations, and so on, yet relatively
close to the time when they would get the deferred
income) had a lot to do with the mistake. They
assumed they were representative of the other ex-
ecutives in the extent of their desire to realize tax
savings — an assumption that was completely erro-
neous, for more than half of the executives partici-
pating in the bonus plan were under 50 years old
and an even larger proportion were in an income
tax bracket below 50%.

But a strong contributing cause here, as I see it,
was the fact that the advisers of the top-executive
group making the decision gave them competent
specialized advice (in this case legal, but it could
just as well have heen insurance, tax, or hanking
advice). There was nothing to focus management's
attention on the broader aspects of the problem,
which included the cash needs of the majority of
the executive group.

Motivational Needs
Thus the so-called technical aspects of com-

pensation — tax, legal, and insurance — often
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turn out to be less important than the need for
understanding the motivational requirements of
the individual company.

What determines the compensation of execu-
tives? Many elements are reduced to a single
denominator when an executive's salary is finally
set: the responsibility involved in the job, the
contribution of the executive to the development
of this responsibility, the availability of individ-
uals with skills essential to the position, the com-
pensation requirements of other functions in the
company, the size of the business, the salaries
paid by competing companies (but less impor-
tant than most people think *), and so on.

But, broadly speaking, executive compensa-
tion is designed to motivate constantly increasing
achievement on the part of the individual execu-
tive. The boss's salary is substantially higher
than his subordinate's to stimulate the latter to
strive for this responsibility. Incentive bonuses
are paid to encourage increased profit contribu-
tion. Promotions are made with an eye to re-
warding outstanding effort so that others will be
encouraged to make this effort.

Also, executives of large companies are paid
more than the men holding comparable respon-
sibilities in smaller companies.^ In manufactur-
ing industries, for example, top-executive sal-
aries are likely to increase on a basis that is
reasonably close to the cube root of company
growth. Thus, in the average company an eight-
fold increase in size (payroll, invested capital,
profits, etc.) tends to be matched by a doubling
of the president's compensation. And the more
competitive the industry — i.e., the greater the
premium on management initiative and aggres-
siveness — the higher is the level of top-execu-
tive compensation. Thus, the department store,
textile, and automobile industries tend to pay
higher than the more stable, less demanding
industries like public utilities and railroads,^

In other words, the pattern of industry's ex-
ecutive compensation, consciously or uncon-
sciously, apparently has been designed to foster
expansion. The question, then, is: How well
do the numerous deferred compensation devices,
so popular today, fit this historic pattern? In
other words, do they offer a real incentive to
build a company's sales and profits?

The answer is generally no.

' See Andrew R. Towl, "Patterns of Executive Compen-
sation," HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW, July 1951, p. 25,

^ See Arch Patton, "Current Practices in Executive
Compensation," HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEVI^, January

Small Target
Most such devices defer cash rewards for

years; otherwise they have little tax-saving value
to the high-bracket individual. But when re-
wards are deferred for 10, 15, or 20 years —
particularly if their vesting to the individual is
"contingent," hence not certain — the incentive
value must be questioned.

There is no sense in blinking the fact that if
an individual's income is so large that taxes take
70% or 80% of any excess, income deferral
offers a worth-while gamble — to him. But
relatively few executives in any company belong
in this group. Actually, according to a study I
made, in the average company it is not until one
gets up to the highest-paid 1/20 of 1% of the
payroll (or the top 5 executives per 10,000 em-
ployees) that compensation reaches $63,000 and
a tax rate of 68%

This means that companies adopting income
deferral plans primarily as an incentive device
are aiming at a very small target. To be sure,
the top executives represent a worth-while tar-
get; their quality may determine a company's
success for many years ahead. But is it sound
to set up a plan largely to motivate this small
group? This is a realistic question. I know of
several trusts, designed primarily to provide post-
retirement (tax-reduced) income to a few top
executives, that set aside less than 10% of the
total trust for this group. In other words, 90%
of the trust is a kind of levy paid to legalize
the 10% (under Section 165 of the Revenue
Code, permitting deductibility of the payments
as expense).

Against what criterion, or standard, does one
judge the various deferred compensation de-
vices? The fundamental question to be an-
swered, of course, is: Will stockholders' money
spent on deferred compensation produce greater
long-range profits for the company, or would
some other motivational expenditure be more
productive?

My experience leads me to believe that most
compensation analyses — or "audits" as they are
now popularly called — are too limited in their
scope. The fact that deferred compensation,
such as a profit-sharing trust, may be desirable
from the standpoint of the board chairman, and

1951, p. 56.
" See Edward C. Bursk, "Thinking Ahead (Lag in

Executive Compensation)," HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW,
March-April 1952, p. 141.



that it certainly can he set up legally, may be
important, but in a sense it misses the point. It
does not face up to the real problem, which lies
in the motivational needs of the company as a
whole and embraces a broad range of questions:

C Are company executives adequately paid?

C By what yardsticks are they paid?

« Can greater incentive be provided the execu-
tive group to produce increased profits for the share-
holders?

C How can this be done most effectively?

C What age and income brackets do the execu-
tives fall in?

e How does this affect the type of motivation
that is needed?

Missing the Point

Unfortunately executive compensation audits
are often based on the assumption that current
compensation relationships are sound. Any new
plan or device is simply superimposed on the
present salary scale. Even the best run com-
panies find this approach leaves something to be
desired, for the war and postwar years caused
internal stresses in salary relationships that need
careful reviewing.

In particular, the years of the "salary freeze"
— 8 of the past 11 years — created many prob-
lems. Some jobs increased in relative value dur-
ing the freeze; others declined. The "give
everybody the same pay increase" concept of the
freeze period meant some positions were under-
rewarded, others overrewarded. For instance,
many companies have found the value of the
controUership and industrial relations functions
to be substantially greater (in relation to other
functions) today than they were a decade ago.
Yet the compensation of these functions in many
cases frequently does not reflect this change.

Similarly, divisional executives are often re-
garded by senior executives as having the same
relative value to the company that their jobs car-
ried io years ago. For example:

One large manufacturer pays three divisional
managers on the same basis today as they were paid
in 1940 — each position having been increased
approximately 50% in salary. Yet one division
has expanded to nearly 15 times its earlier size,
another has doubled, and the third has actually
lost ground in terms of both payroll and profits.
The top management "knew them when," so to
speak, and has never revised these ideas.
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Some evaluations miss the point that func-
tional executives reporting to executives having
full profit responsibility share part of this profit
responsibility, hence their compensation must
reflect the size of the operation, be it divisional
or company. But the compensation of many
lower-echelon executives reflects basic skill fac-
tors, or the pressure of still lower-paid employees
rather than the size of the operation, and needs
to be adjusted accordingly.

Because many executive evaluations are predi-
cated on the experience of "average" companies,
they tend to overlook, or inadequately appraise,
the implications of the widely varying dispersion
of executive decision that occurs in different
organizations. For example, one company or
division may manufacture a relatively stabilized
product in great volume at a small unit profit,
and need few important executives. Another
operation may rely for its success on the creative
skill of its engineers or sales personnel, and re-
quire a high quality of executive decision to a
considerable depth within the organization. The
compensation pattern of the two executive
groups should vary considerably, with a flat com-
pensation pyramid in one, a steep pyramid in
the other.

When such a varied pattern in the depth of
decision occurs among divisions of a single com-
pany, any plan that uses average compensation
"spreads" between the various echelons of re-
sponsibility will tend to overpay one and under-
pay the other. One basic objective of compensa-
tion differentials is to provide a reward for re-
sponsibility shouldered, as well as an incentive
for an executive at one level to strive for the next
higher level. Therefore, this approach would
put a premium on the wrong job.

Too often, the criterion from management's
viewpoint is a desire to "do something" — per-
haps because a competitor recently took similar
action. Thus, one large company some years
ago set up an executive bonus plan three months
after its major competitor adopted one. The
plan was dropped, unlamented, four years later
— a few months after the competing company
rescinded its plan. This is obviously the extreme
contrast to the constructive approach, which
probes for the strengths and the weaknesses of
the present compensation pattern — to take ad-
vantage of the one, to minimize the other — vdth
the objective of designing an over-all compensa-
tion program specifically fitted to the individual
company needs.
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Constructive Approach

Every company faces a different problem of
ownership, organization, competitive position,
and executive quality. Hence a precise blue-
print for executive compensation is unrealistic.
But there are common elements in any com-
pany's compensation pattern that must be taken
into account in considering the application of
incentives:

(1) Salary levels must be adequate. Otherwise
the intended incentive payments tend to become
a means of giving salary increases, rather than a
reward for unusual profit contribution.

(2) The salary relationships must be balanced.
Otherwise the awarding of increases or bonus pay-
ments quickly becomes a device simply for equaliz-
ing salary rather than for difEerentiating between
performance.

(3) Functions must be well organized, with
clear lines of responsibility. Otherwise it is diffi-
cult to pin profit responsibility on the individual
and reward him according to his relative efEec-
tiveness in the company.

Thus any analysis of executive compensation
would necessarily include study of current sal-
ary relationships in terms of a company's organ-
ization structure.

Pattern of Relationships
Before compensation realities can be explored

in any depth, it is desirable to know what would
be considered a sound total executive expense.
During recent years, considerable progress has
been made in this direction. Essentially this
involves relating the total compensation of a
constant fraction of all employees (such as the
highest paid o . i%, 0.5%, or 1.0%) to the en-
tire payroll of the company. This approach
offers a valuable guide to the financial incentive
provided the various executive levels.

It is also essential to estabhsh a realistic com-
pensation range for the chief executive officer.
If his salary is too low, it acts as an impenetrable
ceiling as far as other executives are concerned.
This is vitally important where the chief execu-
tive officer is also a large stockholder, for there
is a natural tendency to keep salary income low
if dividend income is high. For example:

I know of one family-owned company whose
president has paid himself a $40,000 salary for the
past 15 years. The job is worth at least $75,000,
but his dividend income is nearly $200,000, so it

has never occurred to him to increase his own sal-
ary. This company has lost four of its six key
executives in the past five years, owing in no small
part to the fact that they too were underpaid in
salary but had no dividend income.

With the compensation of the chief executive
established at the top and the first level of super-
vision measuring the bottom (set by the super-
vised white-collar and hourly paid employees),
the "slotting in" of the other executives is a
matter of careful appraisal of job values. It is
worth noting that many successful, highly com-
petitive companies take a dim view of job evalua-
tion at the executive level. While they recognize
the need for evaluating jobs in general, they
object to "grading" executives — like eggs — by
the same kinds of yardsticks that are employed
to measure repetitive jobs at lower levels.

Cash Incentives
Incentive compensation is regarded by some

progressive companies as a sort of annual job
evaluation. Since the bonus is supposed to meas-
ure the individual's relative profit contribution,
it is a record of what a man makes of the job
he holds. There is no chance of the job descrip-
tions, on which the administrative machinery of
job evaluation is based, going out of date with
an incentive bonus. After all, the elements of
executive success or failure are practically built
into a soundly administered incentive plan.

Such incentive plans have another interesting
"evaluation" feature. By comparing the individ-
ual's bonus to his salary over the years, there is
an automatic check of performance. At least
one large company uses the bonus-to-salary ratio
as a regular — and important — measure of ex-
ecutive promotability. If three men are being
considered for one job, the man with the highest
bonus-to-salary ratio is likely to be chosen when
other factors are relatively equal.

Measuring internal job values by means of
positions with full profit responsibility is play-
ing an increasing role in establishing sound sal-
ary structures. These fully profit-responsible
jobs — such as division managers whose man-
agement function covers manufacturing, selling,
engineering, etc. — are used as "fixes" in de-
termining the value of other executive jobs.

The practical theory behind using fully profit-
responsible positions as "check points" is that
such a division manager has many responsibil-
ities held by a chief executive. Therefore, the



value of such an executive bears some relation-
ship to the compensation a president would re-
ceive for running a company the size of the
particular division.

But the division manager does not have all
the responsibilities of a president. For example,
his responsibility for raising money is less; his
responsibility for labor rates is frequently much
smaller. Some division managers in a company
will have relatively more responsibility than
others, hence come closer to the presidential re-
sponsibility. Therefore, the pricing of a division
manager with full profit responsibility is a mat-
ter of "discounting" the value of this position
from the presidential level.

Fringe Benefits
By comparison of a company's total compensa-

tion with that of competitors in its industry,
a basis is established for judging what other
executive compensation devices may be logical.
Many companies are tempted at this point to
turn to "fringe benefits," to which the various
deferred compensation devices are close kin.
This awesome collection of expenses is now
costing American industry 18.7% of its pay-
roll, according to a recent study by the United
States Chamber of Commerce.
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Conelusion

With 15 years of booming business — includ-
ing two wartime inflations — behind us, the use
of real incentive compensation at the executive
level might well he more productive of future
profits than the deferred compensation devices.
The primary elements of growth and survival
are nurtured by incentive compensation, which
constantly keeps executives alert to the competi-
tive nature of business. The spot-cash rewards
of an incentive bonus plan normally do this —
to stockholder advantage in terms of increased
profits — better than a reward to be paid on a
when-as-and-if basis 15 or 20 years hence.

The highly compensated, top-level executive
is the most important single element in indus-
trial success. Yet when compensation patterns
are shaped to his needs alone, the results may
be more harmful than helpful. While top-level
executives may require "gimmicks," lower-eche-
lon executives need cash today more than they
ever did.

Since 90% of the executive group falls in
the middle-management category, the cash needs
—in contrast to the deferred income needs —
of industry executives deserve more study than
they appear to have been receiving recently.
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